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Are you looking for a new challenge? Apply now by sending us your CV to: 

You develop and implement technical solutions for the further development of our product together
with your colleagues.
You test, in collaboration with our QA experts, the features you implement.
You will develop robust, scalable and high-performance backend solutions for native mobile apps.
You work closely with our frontend developers to ensure seamless integration between the app and the backend.
You implement security measures to ensure the confidentiality and integrity of user data.
You manage and optimize databases and servers to ensure smooth app performance.
You update and maintain existing backend systems to meet the latest technology and security standards.
You like to stay up-to-date on advances in mobile app development and put your knowledge into practice.
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What you can move with us:

Completed degree or training in the field of computer science, software engineering or similar
Profound knowledge of Java
Knowledge regarding REST Web Services and the usage of JSON & XML
Experience in creating API's (like REST or GraphQL) and integrating other products
Good English skills
Very good communication skills and the ability to communicate technical concepts to a non-technical audience
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What you bring along:

Necessary: 

Desirable: 

Software Developer Backend (all genders)

Knowledge of one of these programming languages is desirable: JavaScript, Typescript or Dart
Experience with tools such as Docker, AWS, Kubernetes, Maven, Gradle, SonarQube, Git
Experience with web servers like Nginx and databases like PostgreSQL
Knowledge of frameworks like: Spring Boot, JUnit or JDBC
Experience with CD/CI pipelines on Jenkins
Experience with NoSQL databases, such as Redis, Cassandra or MongoDB
Knowledge in scalability of backend systems
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